
Spring and Summer – the best teamgeist event ideas

Strengthen your team! 
useful – productive – profitable

Book your events with a lucrative Discount

on the participant fee until 30.4.2020 !



Best Price
GUARANTEE

pure fun

Summer-Party-Challenge
Great team activities and lots of fun!

Everything revolves around being happy and joyful together with your colleagues during small

activities in a relaxed atmosphere. Here it's not primarily about scoring the most points, everyone can

take part and will surely be taken along by a small contemplative competition. With our guides we are

very close to your guests, who in our experience like to be motivated for such exciting challenges as

flip-flop tossing, beach golf, course of the senses "summer special", coconut boule, of course limbo or

even an Amazon crossing.

Many interesting and exciting things will heat up the atmosphere and turn your company

summer party into an eventful day for your staff.

Summer-Party-Challenge
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Raft Building

Raft Building
Pick up the pace with your team!

Have you ever dreamed of Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn‘s adventures? Your team‘s task is to

construct a floatable raft from various materials such as ropes planks, logs and tubes. Team spirit is

essential and everyone is involved to contribute to having fun. After a small introduction on knotting

techniques there are no limits to the team creativity. Our team guides will provide tips and supervise

the entire undertaking. In the end, the raft will be christened for the ensuing test ride on the lake and

your company‘s banner hoisted. Upon request you can combine many small rafts to form one mega

team raft, race other teams or set sail together.

Your workshop topics can be integrated and implemented in this innovative Teamgeist Raft Building.

mega
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Soap Box Derby

Soap Box Derby
Put your team into the POLE position!

A new and exciting adventure, where each employee gets their money's worth, awaits you in this fun

atmosphere. It is all the participants winning with imagination and goal-oriented action. After a briefing

by our trained guides you must conceptualize, build, and work shop bevor racing the grand prix. All

teams will be provided with the necessary materials and tools. Additional team tasks will give each

race box team the opportunity to win extra tuning parts for their individual soap box. Since not only the

fastest car will make the race, the creative designs of each team race soap box will add valuable

points to the winning score.

Before the race the different designs will be presented and judged in a show round. Join in an

go for victory! Ready, steady, GO!

individual
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Tabtour Sightseeing

Tabtour Sightseeing
An interactive and unique City Tour.

A complex and electrifying sightseeing experience awaits you and your participants. Each city can turn

into an interactive playing field. Equipped with iPads your guests embark on a exploration tour in small

teams. The modern software of the iPads offers a big digital playing field with the so-called Tabspots.

The task is to solve the secrets behind the spots. This way the participants pass impressive architecture,

hot spots, interesting places, insider and tips and localities of the city. A mixture of fun trivia, puzzle

games and active parts drives on the teams. On this multifaceted excursion promoting thinking, team

spirit and healthy movement you will discover the city together with your team.

Digitalization, teamwork, strategy, interaction within the group, communication with other teams

your corporate themes and much more will culminate in a captivating event and training session

at your choice venue.

discovering
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Team Challenge

Team Challenge
Put the teams‘ mind, heart and hands to success.

We will design an attractive and captivating event for you and your employees. Our large repertoire of

team tasks is made for a meticulously customized event tailored to your corporate themes and wishes

incorporating all participants. Based on our experience of habit changes made easier out in the open,

we also recommend a combination of Indoors and Outlooks activities. We will challenge your team!

Who will take the best group picture, build the highest tower, outrun all in the biathlon or produce the

most meaningful commercial spot with your values? Our Challenge-Concept is based on teamwork,

trust and accomplishing tasks more and more demanded in the work place.

During the Team Challenge with a variety of tasks the participants can experience the team

playfully, sustainably enhancing the sense of unity and apply the valuable lessons learned in

the daily work routine.

goal oriented
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Mission Possible
Experience team spirit & enjoy adventure!

As a prospective agent you now have to prove in small teams what you have learned. Your skills in

the areas of communication, dexterity, bomb disposal, laser-maze-crossing, overcoming a sensor

floor, abseiling, following hot leads, combining clues, finding informants or searching for evidence will

be put to the test by none other than Ethan Hunt himself. He has prepared a number of espionage

exams for you to complete. Only if you manage to earn at least 1,200 points will you pass the exams.

Show him that you can master the modern methods of obtaining information, that you can turn

exceptional situations into routines, that you can keep calm even during breakneck chases and that

you have a steel spirit in a steel body!

The success of your team depends on its cooperation. Without team spirit, a good instinct and

the right strategy, you won't get far in this game!

action-packed

Mission Possible
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Highland Games

Highland Games
Conquer your very own world and bring honor to your kingdom!

Who is the strongest Scot? Find out during the highland games – strategy, team spirit and a lot of fun
guaranteed! The Highland Games date back to the times of the Celtic kings in Scotland. They were
held in order to find the strongest and quickest men of Scotland. A lot of games from everyday life and
work were also integrated into the highland games. Single teams compete against one another in
different games before the winner is announced.

z.B.: Sheaf Toss (a “hay” sack is thrown as far as possible), Tossing the Wellie (throwing contest
with rubber boots. Historically speaking, housewives threw the dirty boots that their husbands came
home in out of the house.), Tug-o-war (teams pull on opposite ends of a rope wearing kilts), The
damned barrel (with a lot of skill, quickness and a portion of courage, a 300 l barrel has to be filled
with water. The problem: there are 30 holes in the barrel.), nailing contest, beer mug lifting, barrel
rolling, wheelbarrow race

motley
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Tour of Topics

Tour of Topics
Embark on this ultimate team event!

Equipped with map and compass, or with GPS devices as well as specially deigned road books the

participants begin their search for coordinates. En route, they discover unusual places and accomplish

extraordinary team tasks such as Floating Harbour, a Trivia Quiz or the Pipeline. The Tour of Topics

can be implemented at every choice venue and accordingly adjusted in team challenges and tasks to

customize your event. An exciting tour filled with thrill, adventure, fun and healthy exercise awaits. An

equipment of video- and digital cameras is just as possible as the variation in the team’s mobility –

always enhancing the thrill of the event.

We associate your themes and products with the positive experiences. Successful

communication and active participation strengthen the sense of unity and kindle the team spirit.

innovative
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naturalistic

Insect Hotel-Construction
Doing something for the environment together!

Would you like to create something in a team and at the same time do a good deed? Then we have

the perfect team event for you: Build an insect hotel! Incidentally, this can also serve as a beautiful

and sensible solution for a charity event! In this team-promoting challenge you will become both an

environmentalist and a master builder. Open your own insect hotel and promote the preservation of

insect diversity.

With this CSR event you provide a valuable alternative to the increasingly scarce natural

habitats of insects, which contribute significantly to the natural balance of our environment.

Insect Hotel-Construction
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Festival of Senses

Festival of Senses
A bag full of heightened senses, great experiences and fresh impulses.

Thanks to our senses, we are able to perceive the beauty of a deep red poppy field. Thanks to the eye

which, like a professional camera captures the entire color palette, focusses on the foreground and records

infinite space. We often forget how much our body achieves in everyday life, and only when an organ

stops working, we notice it. But before this occurs, stressful tinnitus sets in or numbness in the fingertips

caused by diseases of the spine is induced, we would like to sensitize your participants. In our Festival of

Senses we will focus your perception on the different senses in our various stations using our special

techniques. We encourage you to consciously perceive sensations, gain knowledge, communicate with

each other and process the experiences without time pressure subsequently integrating all into the daily

routine.

Join your team on the journey and focus on seeing, hearing, feeling, smelling, tasting, and

deliberate movement.

contemplative
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Urban Golf

Urban Golf
Follow our 5 star course through urban areas and nature.

Far from elitist etiquette our Urban Golf is played in city parks, across meadows, along river banks,

within the city, in surroundings of the hotel or other urban areas. Test your teams’ marksmanship

aiming around the trees, over park benches and through various obstacles. After a short instruction

by our guides and equipped with professional equipment, it is great fun to pass the urban golf course,

which is individually adapted to your wishes and the venue possibilities. The goal for any player is, of

course, to score with as few strikes as possible and to score many points for the team.

Come Summer or wintry scene – Mother Nature offers the ideal Urban Golf settings

throughout the year making it possible for us to offer you this adventure – wherever and

whenever!

natural
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Chain Reaction

Chain Reaction
Set standards with your team!

The goal of all participants is to create a functional motion and the most efficient interaction of the

individual team reactions designed with varying materials. The duration of movement without

interruption and whether the „Big Bang“ is triggered in the end depends on the implementation by the

teams. We are able to smoothly integrate your topics, workshop contents and even products into the

event. One impulse will turn the event into an unforgettable experience for your employees!

Captivated by the thrilling question whether all the engineered constructions and effects will be

triggered by the single impulse all participants are enticed to reveal unparalleled capabilities and

ingenuity.

Creativity, communication and team work are promoted and lead to success.

spectacular



Location Berlin:

Teamgeist International GmbH

CEO Patrick Havenstein

Gartenfelder Straße 28 

13599 Berlin

phone: +49 30 8431 70 80

fax: +49 30 843 170 81

www.teamgeist.com

Kevin Lüsebrink

phone. +49 69 3487 16 24

mobil: +49 1520 456 9475 

k.luesebrink@teamgeist.com

Patrick Havenstein

phone: +49 30 8431 70 80

mobil: +49 172 8710 712

p.havenstein@teamgeist.com

Contact us – EVERYTHING is possible! 

We have many more event ideas for you.

team events • christmas parties • summer parties • jubilees

workshops • trainings • teambuilding measures • kick offs

We strengthen the team spirit of your staff! We develop individual event concepts!

We give new impulses with our ideas! We advise and implement your wishes! We

are Europe's leading expert for team events and training up to 2000 people! We have

been active in the industry since 1991 and offer the highest quality/safety standards!


